Horizontal axis: Space (bytes) for a public key (crypto_kem_PUBLICKEYBYTES).
Vertical axis: Space (bytes) for a ciphertext (crypto_kem_CIPHERTEXTBYTES).

"i" means that the SUPERCOP database does not list IND-CCA2 security as a goal for this primitive.

Example public key sizes:
- frodokem: 640 bytes
- mceliece: 8192 bytes
- ledakem: 50 bytes
- kyber: 90 bytes
- newhope: 512 bytes
- threebears: 1248 bytes
- ntruhrss: 701 bytes
- ntrulpr: 857 bytes
- sntrup: 4591761 bytes
- sikep: 503 bytes

Example ciphertext sizes:
- frodokem: 640 bytes
- mceliece: 128 bytes
- ledakem: 12 bytes
- kyber: 768 bytes
- newhope: 512 bytes
- threebears: 936 bytes
- ntruhrss: 701 bytes
- ntrulpr: 4591761 bytes
- sntrup: 4591761 bytes
- sikep: 503 bytes